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SELL-OFF: Bitcoin is -47% off highs in 15th correction of decade, but still one of best performing
assets YTD. Institutional interest is low, proxied by Grayscale Bitcoin Trust -12% discount to
asset value, but just starting (and should pickup with correction), unavoidable, and large driver.

ADOPTION BUILDING: Institutional adoption as store of value in infancy but unavoidable, with
its huge long-term risk-adjusted returns and low correlation. Early adoption led by hedge funds
(Louis Bacon, Alan Howard etc) with skill set, mandate, and risk tools. But much larger
endowment, mutual fund, and family offices dominate cUS$250 trillion of global investable liquid
wealth. Is 400x bigger than BTC. Will build as ecosystem grows. Exchanges launching access
products, banks trading platforms, index providers indices, and liquidity now US$15 billion daily.

RISK-ADJUSTED RETURNS: We calculated Sharpe ratios the past decade (Chart). This
shows average risk-adjusted returns (annual return minus risk free return divided by volatility).
This level-playing-field analysis shows bitcoin's return dramatically above competing assets.

LOW CORRELATION: Rolling six-month price correlations between bitcoin and other assets
show a very low relationship. The correlation with S&P 500 was near zero over the last year.
Means bitcoin can be added to a well diversified portfolio and cut risk, despite its high volatility.

INSTRUMENTS: Bitcoin (BTC) itself, but also large equity proxies, from exchange Coinbase
(COIN) to software company MicroStrategy (MSTR). More diversified crypto exposure is
available via 16 coin @CryptoMarketCap or its simple weighted peer @CryptoEqual.

TODAY: Annual rebalance of Russell US indices to see likely the highest traded volume day of
year, with est. US$10 trillion following these indices. Some soaring meme stocks will migrate
from small-cap Russell 2000 to large cap indices, and many newly listed SPACs will be added.
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